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he Moon is our nearest neighbour in space. It is big and bright and easy to see, and 

its features are easy to discover. 

Did you know that the Moon was blasted off from Earth soon after our Solar System 

formed? In How the Moon formed, we look at the Moon’s fascinating history as your first 

step in your discovery. 

We will then study Features on the Moon, like mountains, seas and craters. 

Next you will discover why there are Phases of the Moon and Eclipses as it orbits around Earth. 

Observing the Moon activities and Super Moon Resources will help you Discover the Moon! 

T 
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How the Moon formed 

We believe that 4.5 billion years ago, soon after our Solar System formed, there were many 

more planets than the eight we have today. The gravity of 

the giant planets, like Jupiter, caught many of the smaller 

planets and flung them 

right out of the Solar 

System.  

Many other planets 

crashed into each other! 

One planet, about the size of Mars, collided with Earth. Both 

Earth and the crashing planet were completely melted by the collision. An enormous 

amount of molten mass was ejected into space by the impact. The mass went into orbit 

around Earth, and very quickly came together as a sphere to became our Moon. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0FCE4H0Dro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0FCE4H0Dro
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Crater Tycho (lower centre) with bright rays stretching 

1,500 kilometers across the Moon 

The hot Moon slowly cooled and a thin crust formed on the surface. 

But, underneath, the Moon remained hot molten lava. 

Soon after the crust hardened, there was a violent period called the 

Heavy Bombardment, when massive asteroids came raining down on 

the planets and our Moon.  

When the huge asteroids 

struck the still-hot Moon, they punched deep bowl-

shaped basins onto the surface, fracturing the crust 

and allowing the hot lava to flow up, flood and 

completely fill the large basins. The lava contained 

high iron content, making it look dark.  

The lava cooled and hardened into large, smooth dark 

areas we call “maria” or seas. 

After the seas formed, there was another round 

of asteroids raining down and striking the 

planets and our Moon. These asteroids were 

not as big as those that fell during the Heavy 

Bombardment, but the larger ones punched-

out deep craters, like Tycho, Aristarchus and 

Copernicus, and ejected lighter material 

across the dark seas, creating bright splashes 

and rays around them. 

Small space rocks and pebbles still hit the Moon today, but large asteroid strikes rarely happen 

now. That is why the Moon appears unchanging to us. But if we observe features on the 

Moon, we can read the history of its violent birth and formation. 

 

  

Mare or sea 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLQToeusIzE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLQToeusIzE
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Features on the Moon 
1. Maria or Seas 

400 years ago, astronomers using small telescopes 

thought the large, smooth dark areas were seas or 

oceans like those on Earth. They called them 

“maria”, the Latin word for seas. 

Today we know that these areas are actually filled 

with lava that flowed up from the hot molten interior 

of the Moon when it was stuck by giant asteroids 

around 4 billion years ago. The lava flooded and filled 

the huge craters then froze, darker looking than the 

surround regions because of its iron content.  

2. Craters 

Craters were formed by asteroids or space rocks crashing down on the Moon’s surface. 

The mass and speed of asteroids determined the size and depth of the craters they made 

when colliding. Very large asteroids created craters with central mountains and terraced 

walls that look like steps from the 

crater’s rim down to the floor. 

This picture of Tycho shows a tall 

mountain in the middle of the 

crater.  The walls of the crater 

have slumped down towards the floor, 

making what looks like terraces or steps leading down 

from the crater’s rim.  

With close inspection of the crater’s floor, we can find 

only one or two tiny craters from pebble-size strikes 

since Tycho was created. This tells us that Tycho is 

very young because there has not been enough time for 

more asteroid hits to make more craters. Tycho is maybe only 150 million years old, 

blasted out of the Moon’s surface when there were still dinosaurs roaming around Earth!  

 Image of two deep craters. The one on the right is young. Its 
rim is sharp and steep. We can see boulders that were kicked 
up by the impact scattered around the crater. 

The crater on the left is old. Micro-meteor strikes over billions 
of years have rounded its rim and erased the boulders that 
were blasted out when the asteroid hit. 

 

Sea of Crises 

Sea of Clouds 

Sea of Rains 

Ocean of Storms 

Sea of Serenity   Sea of Tranquility 

Sea of Fertility 

English names of the Moon’s seas 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zufx28sBhWg&t=15s
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3. Scarps or cliffs 

There are many scarps or cliffs found 

all over the Moon. Astronomers say 

these cliffs are the result of the Moon 

shrinking as it cools. As it cools and 

shrinks, the ground is forced to bend, 

buckle and fold over itself, producing 

escarpments or cliffs like the one seen 

on the right.  

Some astronomers 

think the Moon might still be cooling. 

If that is true, the Moon is still 

geologically active, meaning there could be more faults and cliffs slowly forming 

somewhere on the surface today! 

4. Mountains 

We already discovered mountains peaks in the centre 

of some of the larger craters. Other mountains were 

created during the Heavy Bombardment period when 

giant asteroids struck the Moon and created the maria 

or seas. When the asteroid that created the Sea of Rains 

struck the Moon, it punched-out a deep circular crater 

with a giant rim reaching several kilometers high. Lava 

flows washed away much of the rim, but the section 

that remains clearly outlines the original crater. This 

mountain range is called Montes Apenninus, named 

after the Apennine Mountains in Italy. 

Mountains surrounding the seas tell us how gigantic the Heavy 

Bombardment asteroid collisions were. They forced-up 

mountain ranges several kilometers high above the 

surrounding plains.  

Rupes Recta 
or 

The Straight Wall 

The Montes Apenninus mountain range 

 Click/tap 
to discover 

Mountains on the Moon! 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHW0aOBYiMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yx3O9cZ5NM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yx3O9cZ5NM
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Phases of the Moon 
Sometimes you have seen the Moon look big and 

round, like a complete circle. That’s a Full Moon. 

Sometimes, you have seen the Moon look like a 

curve, called a crescent, with one side bright, and 

the rest dark. And maybe you have seen the Moon 

evenly divided with one side bright, and the other 

side dark. On some nights, you cannot find the 

Moon at all! And sometimes you see the Moon up 

in the daytime! What is going on with the Moon?  

It’s simple, really. As the Moon orbits Earth once 

a month, it slowly travels from the day side of the 

Earth facing the Sun ( in the picture) to the night 

side of Earth facing away from the Sun (), then 

continue around to the day side of Earth again. 

That is why we sometimes see the Moon in the day 

and sometimes at night, and why the amount of 

Moon we see illuminated by the Sun changes from night to night. 

 Phase Description 

1 
New 

Moon 
The dark side of the Moon (not lit by the Sun) is facing Earth. We cannot see the Moon. It is up in 
the daytime, close to the Sun. 

2 
Waxing 

Crescent 
The Moon has moved to the right of the Sun and we can now see some of the Sun-lit side of the 
Moon. We see it set soon after the Sun sets. Waxing means getting bigger (more illuminated). 

3 
First 

Quarter 

7 days after New Moon, the Moon has traveled 1/4 (one quarter) its orbit around the Earth. This 
is why we have 7 days in a week! The right half of the Moon is bright. The left half is dark. You can 
find it in the south after sunset.  

4 
Waxing 
Gibbous 

The Moon has orbited more towards the night side of Earth. Now the Moon is more than half lit 
up, but not yet full. Gibbous means more than half-lit, but not yet full. The Moon is up for most 
of the night. 

5 
Full 

Moon 

The Moon has moved completely to the night side of Earth. The side of the Moon facing the Sun 
and shining brightly in sunlight is the same side facing Earth. We see the Moon fully illuminated, 
so we call it the Full Moon. It happens about 14 days, or two weeks, after New Moon. Up all night. 

6 
Waning 
Gibbous 

The Moon is beginning to move towards the daytime side of Earth. It is no longer full and is 
beginning to show some of its dark side. Waning means becoming less illuminated. Rises well after 
sunset. 

7 
Last 

Quarter 

The Moon is now 3/4 of its way around Earth and looks like the First Quarter Moon, except the 
bright side is on the left and the dark side is on the right. Moon is up after Midnight and is still up 
a few hours after sunrise so you might see it in the daytime. Around 3 weeks after New Moon 

8 
Waning 
Crescent 

The Moon has nearly completed its orbit around Earth, and we see only a little of the sun-lit side 
of the Moon. It appears as a crescent. Rises just before the Sun rises. In the daytime sky mostly. 

 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5
 

6 

7 

8 

   New      Waxing      First      Waxing    Full      Waning    Last       Waning 
  Moon   Crescent   Quarter   Gibbous  Moon   Gibbous  Quarter   Crescent 

https://contrib.pbslearningmedia.org/WGBH/buac19/buac19-int-earthsunmoon35model/index.html
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Moon and Sun Eclipses 
1. Moon Eclipse 

   A Moon eclipse happens when a Full Moon travels into Earth’s shadow. 

When the Sun and the Moon are on opposite sides of Earth, we see a Full Moon. That 

happens every 29 days. Sometimes, however, the Moon will travel right into Earth’s shadow 

when Full. When that happens, we can watch more and more of the Moon go dark as it 

enters Earth’s shadow. If the Moon travels completely inside the shadow, we have a total 

Moon eclipse, also called a total lunar eclipse. When totally eclipsed, the Moon looks deep 

red. That is because the red colour of sunsets and sunrises on Earth leak around the edges of 

Earth and spill into our shadow. That light is the only colour reaching the Moon, making it 

look blood-red. After totality, the Moon will begin to slip out of Earth’s 

shadow and slowly enter into sunlight again. An hour later, the Full 

Moon is completely shining. 

A lunar eclipse is safe to look at. There is no dangerous sunlight to 

worry about. There are usually 2 total lunar eclipses every year; some 

are visible from Canada. The next one will be on the night of Sunday, 

May 15, starting at 10:30 PM. Totality begins one hour later around 11:30 PM and lasts 

for over an hour, ending near 1 AM Monday morning. 

Click/tap to 
see a lunar 

eclipse! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuhNZejHeBg
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2. Sun Eclipse  

A Sun eclipse happens when a New Moon passes between the Sun and Earth. 

When the Moon is on the same side of Earth as the Sun, we cannot see it because it is up in 

the daytime when the sky is filled with daylight. The unlit side of the Moon is facing us but 

we cannot see it because of the blue daylight. But, if the Moon travels perfectly between the 

Sun and Earth, its shadow will touch Earth. If you are at the spot where 

the Moon’s shadow touches the ground, you will see a total solar 

eclipse with the Moon completely covering the face of the Sun! 

At that moment, with the Sun totally covered by the Moon, the 

Sun’s outer atmosphere, the corona, can be seen without any 

protection from the Sun’s harmful rays. During totality, planets 

and bright stars suddenly appear in the darkened sky.  

Remember: You must wear authentic solar-eclipse glasses 

until  the Moon completely covers the Sun, and put them back 

on the moment the Sun peeks out from behind the Moon! 

Solar eclipses happen twice a year, usually two weeks before or after 

a lunar eclipse. But the Moon’s shadow is small where it reaches Earth, typically 100 km 

wide or less, so not many people have seen a solar eclipse. But you 

have an excellent chance to see a total solar eclipse on April 8, 

2024! On that day, a total solar eclipse can be seen along the 

north shores of Lake Erie and Lake Ontario! Don’t miss it!   

   

 

  

 

https://eclipse2024.org/eclipse_cities/states.php?state=Ontario&country=Canada
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNH3akWXaV8&list=RDQMQaVmzyxoG9g&start_radio=1
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Observing the Moon 

1. With your eyes alone 

With your eyes alone, you can easily notice the dark maria or seas. We often find familiar 

patterns in the seas during Full Moon. Here are some examples. Next Full Moon, can 

you find these or other patterns in the Moon’s seas? 

 

 

 

 

You can watch the phases of the Moon change from night to night by looking with just 

your eyes. 

2. With binoculars 

You will be able to observe the seas in greater detail and 

see the larger craters using hand-held binoculars. If you 

put your binoculars on a camera tripod to hold it steady, 

the amount of detail you can see is amazing. All you need is an inexpensive 

adapter that attaches your binoculars to a tripod. CLICK/TAP HERE to see 
examples of tripod adapters. Binoculars have a screw hole between the front 

lenses with a cover that pops off. That is where you attach the adapter to 

the binoculars. The bottom of the adapter attaches to the tripod’s 

footplate. 

3. With a telescope 

Using a low-power eyepiece, a telescope can show you the entire Moon. Switching to a 

high-power eyepiece, you can zoom in to observe a small area on the Moon and study 

details in the larger craters like their central mountains and walls.  

woman’s face                                       jumping rabbit 

https://www.google.com/search?q=binocular+tripod+adapter&newwindow=1&rlz=1C1JZAP_enCA903CA903&sxsrf=AOaemvKZn12TU9SILxpq7XxyauEsHxEznA:1642261480121&source=lnms&tbm=shop&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjlgprhjLT1AhVCBs0KHd_UDqcQ_AUoAXoECAEQAw&biw=1600&bih=749&dpr=1
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Any telescope can show you the Moon. Remember the Moon moves in the sky (as the 

Earth rotates) so the image of the Moon in your eyepiece will drift out of view if your 

telescope is not motorized to follow it. You will need to nudge the telescope or adjust its 

aim to keep the Moon in the eyepiece. 

When the Moon is more than half full, it can be very bright in the eyepiece and hard on 

your eyes to see details. A moon filter can reduce the brightness and make observing the 

Moon much more comfortable. .CLICK/TAP HERE to see examples of Moon filters.    

4. Observing Activities 

• MOON GAZER’S GUIDE card 

Using a telescope or binoculars on a tripod, find and study the four craters identified 

on the front of the MOON GAZER’S GUIDE card: Plato, Kepler, Copernicus and 

Tycho. Plato is a circular crater filled with dark hardened lava. Craters Kepler, 

Copernicus and Tycho are surrounded by bright splashes of material the asteroids 

blasted out from under the dark surface when they crashed onto the Moon and  

made the craters. 

• Draw the Phase of the Moon on the suggested dates 

Print this page, or draw circles around a Toonie on paper. On the suggested 

dates, draw a line between the bright and dark sides of the Moon, then fill-in the 

dark side by rubbing with the side of your pencil tip. 

If the sky is cloudy on a suggested date, try the next evening. 

  

Example: February 6, 2022 

Waxing Crescent Moon 

      First Quarter                        Waxing Gibbous                     Waxing Gibbous                   Waning Gibbous 

 Feb. 8 or March 10              Feb. 10 or March 12               Feb. 12 or March 14              Feb. 18 or March 20 

          Waxing Crescent                 Waxing Crescent                           First Quarter                        Waxing Gibbous 

         March 5 or April 4             March  7 or April 6                     March 9 or April 8                                           March 12 

                                                                                                                                                                                       or April  11 

https://www.google.com/search?q=telescope+moon+filter&newwindow=1&rlz=1C1JZAP_enCA903CA903&sxsrf=AOaemvJRCFMoX3WZ5QvGLsdsg1ihZn4XuA:1642263434999&source=lnms&tbm=shop&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjgoK6FlLT1AhVSaM0KHaxpBlsQ_AUoAXoECAEQAw&biw=1600&bih=749&dpr=1
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• Observe Earthshine on the Moon 

When the Moon is in a crescent phase, most of 

the Moon facing us is dark. No sunlight 

reaches this dark area. But if you look 

carefully, you will notice that the dark side 

is slightly illuminated, and you are able to 

see the mares or seas in the dark side. Using 

binoculars will help. 

Why is the dark side slightly illuminated? 

Some of the sunlight that reaches Earth is 

reflected by our oceans, polar ice caps and 

white clouds. Some of that reflected light strikes 

the Moon and softly illuminates the dark side so we 

can see it. You can look for Earthshine when drawing the waxing crescent phase in 

the previous activity on page 10. 

• Photograph the Moon with your cellphone 

There are two ways to get excellent cellphone photographs of the Moon: 

1. Through a telescope using a cellphone 

adapter. 

The adapter clamps onto the eyepiece 

and has an adjustable swivel base that 

grips the cellphone. After securing the 

cellphone to the base, you swivel and 

slide the base until the phone’s camera 

lens is looking straight into the eyepiece 

and, with the camera app running, an 

image of the Moon appears on the 

phone’s screen. 

2. With a telephoto lens attached to the cellphone. 

There is a large variety of lenses available now for attaching 

to your cellphone. Some use simple clamps to grab the 

phone, others have phone-adapters like the ones for use with a 

telescope. Some are cheap, others pricey; it’s all based on 

quality. Definitely read the reviews before you buy! 

Sunlight 

Earthshine 
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Super Moon Resources 
• Moon Phase and Libration 2022 from NASA’s Scientific Visualization Studio 

(Excellent!) 

https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/4955 

• Virtual Moon Atlas for Windows (free):  

https://virtual-moon-atlas.en.uptodown.com/windows 

• Moon Atlas for Mac (around $8 CDN):  

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/moon-atlas/id425233569?mt=12 

• Phases of the Moon app for Android devices (free) visit Playstore 

• Moon Atlas for iPhone/iPad ($8.49 CDN) visit app store for iPhone and iPad 

• Lunar 100 – Exploring 100 of the most important features of the Moon: 

http://www.lunaplanetarium.com/Lunar100.html 

• Books at the Clarington Public Library: 

Moon 
by  Mitton, Jacqueline. 
Publication Date 2009 
Call Number J 523.3 MIT 

The moon 
by  Dickmann, Nancy. 
Publication Date 2019 
Call Number J 523.3 DICKM 

The moon 
by  Peters, Elisa. 
Publication Date 2013 
Call Number J 523.3 PET 

The moon 
by  Miller, Reagan. 
Publication Date 2012 
Call Number J 523.3 MIL 

The moon 
by  Birch, Robin 
Publication Date 2008 
Call Number J 523.3 BIR 2008 

Destination: moon 
by  Simon, Seymour. 
Publication Date 2019 
Call Number J 629.454 SIMON 

The moon 
by  Jefferis, David. 
Publication Date 2008 
Call Number J 523.3 JEF 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rasc.ca/rascforms/ask-rasc-ask-astronomer
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/4955
https://virtual-moon-atlas.en.uptodown.com/windows
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/moon-atlas/id425233569?mt=12
http://www.lunaplanetarium.com/Lunar100.html
https://clarington.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_GB/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:77869/email?qu=moon&qf=ITYPE%09Material+Type%091%3AJAUDIO%09Junior+Audiobook+%7C%7C+1%3AJEBOOK%09Junior+Easy+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AJFBOOK%09Junior+Fiction+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AJFR%09Junior+French+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AJGRAPHIC%09Junior+Graphic+Novel+%7C%7C+1%3AJDVDM%09Junior+Multiple+DVD+loan+%7C%7C+1%3AJNFBOOK%09Junior+Non-Fiction+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AJPBOOK%09Junior+Picture+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AREADY2READ%09Ready+to+Read+Picture+Books&qf=-GENRE_TERM%09Genre%09Graphic+novels.%09Graphic+novels.+%7C%7C+Humorous+fiction.%09Humorous+fiction.+%7C%7C+Stories+in+rhyme.%09Stories+in+rhyme.+%7C%7C+Fantasy+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.%09Fantasy+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Fantasy+fiction.%09Fantasy+fiction.+%7C%7C+R%C3%A9cits+humoristiques.%09R%C3%A9cits+humoristiques.+%7C%7C+Histoires+rim%C3%A9es.%09Histoires+rim%C3%A9es.+%7C%7C+Adventure+fiction.%09Adventure+fiction.+%7C%7C+Diary+fiction.%09Diary+fiction.+%7C%7C+Science+fiction.%09Science+fiction.+%7C%7C+Journaux+intimes+--+Romans%2C+nouvelles%2C+etc.%09Journaux+intimes+--+Romans%2C+nouvelles%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Mystery+fiction.%09Mystery+fiction.+%7C%7C+Radio+and+television+novels.%09Radio+and+television+novels.+%7C%7C+Hockey+stories.%09Hockey+stories.+%7C%7C+Christmas+stories.%09Christmas+stories.+%7C%7C+Detective+and+mystery+stories.%09Detective+and+mystery+stories.+%7C%7C+Journal+intime+fictif.%09Journal+intime+fictif.+%7C%7C+Science+fiction+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.%09Science+fiction+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Sea+stories.%09Sea+stories.+%7C%7C+Superhero+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.%09Superhero+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Adventure+stories.%09Adventure+stories.+%7C%7C+Animated+television+programs.%09Animated+television+programs.+%7C%7C+Bandes+dessin%C3%A9es+de+superh%C3%A9ros.%09Bandes+dessin%C3%A9es+de+superh%C3%A9ros.+%7C%7C+Biographical+fiction.%09Biographical+fiction.+%7C%7C+Comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.%09Comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Drama.+%28OCoLC%29fst01423879%09Dra
https://clarington.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_GB/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:218838/email?qu=moon&qf=ITYPE%09Material+Type%091%3AJAUDIO%09Junior+Audiobook+%7C%7C+1%3AJEBOOK%09Junior+Easy+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AJFBOOK%09Junior+Fiction+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AJFR%09Junior+French+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AJGRAPHIC%09Junior+Graphic+Novel+%7C%7C+1%3AJDVDM%09Junior+Multiple+DVD+loan+%7C%7C+1%3AJNFBOOK%09Junior+Non-Fiction+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AJPBOOK%09Junior+Picture+Book+%7C%7C+1%3AREADY2READ%09Ready+to+Read+Picture+Books&qf=-GENRE_TERM%09Genre%09Graphic+novels.%09Graphic+novels.+%7C%7C+Humorous+fiction.%09Humorous+fiction.+%7C%7C+Stories+in+rhyme.%09Stories+in+rhyme.+%7C%7C+Fantasy+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.%09Fantasy+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Fantasy+fiction.%09Fantasy+fiction.+%7C%7C+R%C3%A9cits+humoristiques.%09R%C3%A9cits+humoristiques.+%7C%7C+Histoires+rim%C3%A9es.%09Histoires+rim%C3%A9es.+%7C%7C+Adventure+fiction.%09Adventure+fiction.+%7C%7C+Diary+fiction.%09Diary+fiction.+%7C%7C+Science+fiction.%09Science+fiction.+%7C%7C+Journaux+intimes+--+Romans%2C+nouvelles%2C+etc.%09Journaux+intimes+--+Romans%2C+nouvelles%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Mystery+fiction.%09Mystery+fiction.+%7C%7C+Radio+and+television+novels.%09Radio+and+television+novels.+%7C%7C+Hockey+stories.%09Hockey+stories.+%7C%7C+Christmas+stories.%09Christmas+stories.+%7C%7C+Detective+and+mystery+stories.%09Detective+and+mystery+stories.+%7C%7C+Journal+intime+fictif.%09Journal+intime+fictif.+%7C%7C+Science+fiction+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.%09Science+fiction+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Sea+stories.%09Sea+stories.+%7C%7C+Superhero+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.%09Superhero+comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Adventure+stories.%09Adventure+stories.+%7C%7C+Animated+television+programs.%09Animated+television+programs.+%7C%7C+Bandes+dessin%C3%A9es+de+superh%C3%A9ros.%09Bandes+dessin%C3%A9es+de+superh%C3%A9ros.+%7C%7C+Biographical+fiction.%09Biographical+fiction.+%7C%7C+Comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.%09Comic+books%2C+strips%2C+etc.+%7C%7C+Drama.+%28OCoLC%29fst01423879%09Dr
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